### Whitewater Kayak Inventory as of January 2018

#### Kayak Description | Quantity
---|---
Dagger G-Ride playboat | 1
Jackson Superhero | 1
Pyranha Sub7 | 1
Pyrana Pro-zone | 1
Jackson Punk Rocker | 2
Perception Amp | 1
Jackson Hero | 1
Pyranha Ammo | 2
Pyranha Burn | 1
Dagger Mamba | 7
Liquid Logic Remix 59 | 1
Dagger Jitsu | 2
Dagger Agent | 2
Axiom | 1

#### Sit on Top Whitewater Kayaks

Dagger Torrent | 4
Cobra Strike | 1
Cobra Revision | 1
Fluid Do It Now- small | 2
Fluid Do It Now- medium | 4
Fluid Do It Now- large | 2

#### Recreational Kayaks

Dagger Axis 10.5 | 3

#### Inflatable Kayaks

NRS Outlaw or Bandit | 4